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System i reliability and Epicor CMS functionality delivered 
when, where and how you want it

Security, high availability, reliability, flexibility, redundancy. Each of these can be vitally 
important to an IT department today. Put them all together and you have a world class 
solution for your organization…. with the associated world class costs that may force 
you into cutting corners or making compromises at the expense of the user experience. 
Datanational’s IBM Cloud offering provides each of these, at a rational monthly cost. 

Datanational can provide your organization with world class technology and reliability with a hosted Epicor 
CMS solution. With Datanational’s Epicor CMS in the Cloud, you get the power and flexibility of Epicor CMS 
coupled with all the benefits and reliability of the IBM i business computing platform, for a monthly price that 
makes sense.
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Epicor CMS in the Cloud
You can call it Cloud Computing if you like, but we house and manage the systems in concrete structures 
connected with state-of-the-art redundant communications, cooling, battery backup and on-site power 
generation. As an optional add-on service, we will replicate your system to a backup system located at another 
hardened and managed location to insure the up-time availability of your ERP Software across multiple 
geographies. We manage these complicated systems around the clock so that your company can keep it 
simple and focus on what you do best.

It’s simple. You decide to subscribe to a World-class ERP Software over a communication connection from 
any or all of your facilities and we provide everything else. We partner with Epicor to provide a System and the 
Service to keep the system available whenever you need it. We manage the technology changes, we monitor 
the system health, we watch the key events, we hit the marks, around the clock, 365 days per year.

What is Cloud Computing? It is a software solution platform delivered to your company’s users without all the 
hassle of managing Information Technology. It is just that simple!

Why Cloud Computing? You probably don’t own your own airplane or keep a fire department on staff. So why 
own your entire ERP system infrastructure? You can simply sign up for your CMS on a monthly subscription 
plan with expandability on demand. We do the rest. Datanational’s Cloud offering is Managed System Services 
with a Stated Service Level Agreement, backed by obsessive dedication to customer satisfaction.

What does Epicor CMS in the Cloud mean to you? 
It is a monthly subscription to a robust and reliable business system, powered by a company armed with hard-
core experts who manage and monitor your solution on a 24/7 basis. We deliver the solution to your company 
with excellence, and your company focuses on doing what it does best. This is simplicity at its finest.

Datanational can host your Epicor CMS implementation on our network of IBM System i equipment and deliver 
it to your organization securely, reliably and cost effectively.  Our fiber optic backbone and multiple connectivity 
options will ensure your Epicor CMS system is accessible wherever you need it. Our redundant power systems 
and high availability offerings will ensure it is there whenever you need it.  And our staff of knowledgeable IBM 
and ERP specialists will help ensure your system is running in a way that makes sense for your organization.

The Datanational Advantage
Since our incorporation in 1979, Datanational Corporation has strategically invested in the business 
infrastructure to deliver systems, facilities and bandwidth on demand. Datanational has experience hosting 
Epicor CMS customers and has over 10 years of history interacting with Epicor CMS applications.

As a multi-platform services provider and systems integrator, Datanational has the expertise to host, monitor, 
and manage mission-critical application systems around the clock. We provide a broad base of offerings, 
including hardware, operating system and application software expertise. This combination of skills delivers a 
wide range of solutions to our clients.

Datanational supports critical customer applications including ERP, E-Business, EDI, and MES solutions. 
Datanational provides the means to deliver increased uptime and system reliability while reducing the total cost 
of management and monitoring of these vital systems.


